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Abstract
Motivated by observations revealing very low frequency gravity waves through­
out the lower and middle atmosphere, this thesis investigates inertio-gravity waves 
(IGWs) radiating from an ageostrophic jet stream assuming geostrophic adjust­
ment to be the source mechanism. Fourier integral and Green’s function techniques 
are employed to solve this problem. The ageostrophic components of the motion 
field are described by an initially unbalanced Gaussian velocity field which has 
been chosen to have infinite and localized zonal extents corresponding to  two­
dimensional (2-D) and three-dimensional (3-D) cases. The adjustment process 
permits the radiation of IGWs and the attainm ent of an induced geostrophically 
balanced mean circulation.
The results of this thesis reveal IGW radiation from the initially unbalanced 
momentum source with frequencies near /  (inertial frequency) and most of the 
disturbance energy associated with the IGW field. This research thus confirms 
geostrophic adjustment may be a major source of the low frequency gravity waves 
in the atmosphere. IGW structure includes primarily meridional wave propa­
gation, with vertical and horizonal scales that depend on the initial unbalance 
configuration. The 3-D solutions at large distances from the jet core along the jet 
axis exhibit a change in IGW character from primarily meridional propagation at 
early times to largely zonal propagation at later times due to delayed arrival of 
IGW activity from more distant source regions. The induced mean flows in the 2­
D and 3-D cases represent small fractions of the initial energy, insure conservation 
of potential vorticity, and reflect to a large degree the character of the momentum 
source.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Gravity waves have received increasing attention during the last two or three 
decades owing to their significant dynamical roles in the atmosphere. These include 
transporting energy and momentum vertically and horizontally from one region 
to another (Fritts, 1984a), initiation or modulation of the development of severe 
weather (Ley and Peltier, 1978; Stobie et al., 1983) and cascading energy from 
macroscale motions to turbulence by means of saturation and dissipation processes 
(Lindzen, 1981; Fritts, 1984a; Fritts and Dunkerton, 1985; Weinstock, 1987).
Hines (1960) first proposed that motions in the upper atmosphere (~  80 km  
to lower F  region) are hydrodynamic and result from activities of internal gravity 
waves propagating upward from below as well as sources and generation processes 
at greater heights (Gossard, 1962; Chimonas and Hines, 1970; Chimonas, 1970; 
Davis and Da Rosa, 1970; Hines et a l ,  1974; Richmond, 1978; Yeh and Liu, 
1985; and Dong and Yeh, 1988). Much remains to be understood quantitatively 
about tropospheric gravity wave sources and generating mechanisms as well as 
their influences at greater heights, however.
Gravity waves are known to be a major component of the middle atmosphere
motion field due to their amplitude growth with height. The thermal structure
1
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and circulation of the atmosphere at these heights are controlled to a  large degree 
by the transports of energy and momentum by gravity waves and the processes 
acting to limit their amplitudes (Lindzen, 1981; Holton, 1982). Modeling studies 
of gravity wave effects at these heights have assumed either zonal components 
(Holton, 1982) or isotropic phase velocity distributions (Holton and Zhu, 1984), 
with wavelengths and wave amplitudes specified such that the waves break in the 
mesosphere. This assumes tha t the major wave generating processes occur in the 
troposphere and lower stratosphere enabling geostrophic adjustment to have an 
important role (Zhu, 1987). Rind et al. (1988) applied a wave breaking scheme 
to a global general circulation model (GCM) with gravity waves generated in the 
lower troposphere and found that gravity waves can propagate to the stratosphere 
and mesosphere before breaking. Reviews of middle atmosphere gravity waves 
and their effects include those by Hines et al. (1974), Fritts (1984a, 1989) and 
Dunkerton (1989).
Attention has turned recently to gravity wave sources in the troposphere due to 
improved observations and theoretical studies showing their importance at higher 
levels. It is the troposphere that is believed to contain a majority of the main 
sources and generation processes among the different atmospheric regions. The 
processes thought to be im portant include topography, convective activity, wind 
shear, frontal motions and geostrophic adjustment. Numerous studies have treated 
topographic generation (Lilly and Kennedy, 1973; Smith, 1985; Nastrom et al.. 
1987: McFarlane, 1987; Hines, 1988; Jasperson et al., 1990; and Nastrom and 
Fritts, 1991), convective and frontal activity (Stobie et al., 1983; Lu, et al., 19S4: 
Pfister et al., 19S6; Clark et al., 1986: Gall et al., 1988; Hauf and Clark, 19S9:
2
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Vincent and Eckermann, 1990; and Fritts and Nastrom, 1991) and wind shear ex­
citation (Lalas and Einaudi, 1976; Mastrantonio et al ., 1976; Fritts, 1982, 19846; 
Chimonas and Grant, 1984; and Danielsen et al ., 1991) due to their clear associ­
ation with wave activity. It also happens that these sources tend to produce the 
higher intrinsic frequency (u> >  / ,  where u> and /  are the intrinsic and inertial 
frequencies) gravity waves. The likelihood of generating low frequency gravity 
waves from these sources is less certain. Yet observations reveal clearly tha t a 
large fraction of gravity wave energy is contributed by motions near the inertial 
frequency (Balslev and Carter, 1982; Meek et al ., 1985; Hirota and Niki, 1986; 
and Kwon et al., 1990). Thus, it is plausible to expect generation processes of 
gravity waves at low frequencies, with geostrophic adjustment a possibly major 
contributor.
Geostrophic adjustment as a  mechanism to explain the geostrophic balance of 
large scale motions in the atmosphere and ocean has been suggested since 1938 
(Rossby, 1938). Previous works on geostrophic adjustment processes concerned 
primarily the adjustment time scales and the mean fields and energy repartition 
after the adjustment (Blumen, 1972; Middleton, 1986). Applications also included 
initialization and assimilation of observed data during the numerical prediction by 
using geostrophic adjustment to isolate the inertio-gravity waves (denoted IGWs) 
(Charney, 1955; and Phillips, 1963). The emphasis in this thesis, in contrast, is on 
geostrophic adjustment as an excitation mechanism of IGWs in the atmosphere. 
Thus, the results presented here will discuss IGW characteristics under different 
initially unbalanced conditions and their relevance to the atmospheric gravity wave 
spectrum.
3
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Low frequence gravity waves are observed ubiquitously as the dominant mo­
tions over the mesoscale range owing to their large contributions of the energy. Fig.
1.1 exhibits one of the observations for such nature in the lower atmosphere by 
MST (Mesosphere-Stratosphere-Troposphere) radar at Poker Flat, Alaska. The 
intrinsic frequence of gravity wave w is bounded by | /  |< | w |<  N  according to 
the linear theory shown in chapter 2. As we can see from Fig. 1.1, lower frequency 
motions contribute most energy. IGWs associated with jet streams have been 
observed by many authors as well (see Hirota and Niki, 1986; and Uccellini and 
Koch, 1987). Using the MU (Middle and Upper Atmosphere) radar, Hirota and 
Niki (1986) found IGWs propagating upward to the stratosphere and downward 
to the troposphere, during a strong tropopause jet. Observations also show grav­
ity waves propagating largely on meridional direction (Fritts, 1984a). Theoretical 
efforts addressing the generating processes of those low frequency gravity waves, 
however, are much less comprehensive.
To measure the ageostrophic modes embedded in the atmospheric jet streams 
is not an easy task. However, some previous case studies do help us to describe 
such an unbalanced flow. A magnitude of ageostrophic motions larger than 10m /s  
associated with the tropospheric jet stream has been documented by Uccellini et 
al. (1984), Uccellini and Kocin (1987), and Cammas and Raymond (1989). In 
particular, by analyzing data that were assimilated by the European Centre for 
Medium-Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) schemes, Cammas and Raymond 
(1989) noted a  particular ageostrophic pattern  scaled ~  2 — 3km  vertically and 
~  10 to 20 times larger than the vertical one on the cross-jet direction in the 
upper-tropospheric jet. W ith these knowledge, a particular initially unbalanced
4
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Figure 1.1 Power spectrum of the wind fluctuations at 8.1 km obtained 
using the Poker Flat MST radar in Alaska (oblique spectrum=solid lines; 
vertical spectrum represented by the dashed line). The arrow marks the 
nominal value of N. The dashed line represents a power law slope of f-5 / 3. 
The left-hand ordinate is scaled in "radial” power density (i.e., along the 
antenna beam), while the right-hand ordinate is scaled in inferred zonal 
wind power density (after Balsley and Carter. 19S2).
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momentum source in association with the jet stream can be constructed. The 
objective of this thesis is to determine whether the IGWs radiated by an ideal­
ized geostrophic adjustment process can reasonably account for such atmospheric 
observations.
In this thesis, the ageostrophic component of the jet stream is specified to have 
Gaussian structure. IGWs radiating from this initially unbalanced momentum are 
investigated assuming geostrophic adjustment to be the source mechanism. Fourier 
integral and Green’s function techniques are employed to solve this problem. Nu­
merical computations are also involved to value the multiple integrals. The orga­
nization of this thesis is as follows. A brief review of geostrophic adjustment con­
cepts and gravity wave dynamics is given in chapter 2. Chapter 3 will address the 
radiating IGWs during the process of geostrophic adjustment of an infinite two­
dimensional Gaussian jet by considering the ageostrophic component separately as 
an initial unbalance field. The analysis is extended to a three-dimensional adjust­
ment problem corresponding to  a localized Gaussian ageostrophic jet in chapter 
4. The conclusions are presented in chapter 5. IGW generators appropriate to 
the geostrophic adjustment and Green’s function problems in three dimensions 
are presented in the appendices.
6
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Chapter 2
Major Observed Atmospheric 
M otions and Basic Gravity Wave 
Dynamics
The fundamental atmospheric motions can be distinguished in terms of their 
different propagation mechanisms. There are acoustic waves, which result from 
the compressibility of the fluid, gravity waves, which are possible when the atmo­
sphere is stably stratified so that a fluid parcel displaced vertically will experience 
a restoring force towards its equilibrium position, and Rossby waves or plane­
tary  waves, which require absolute vorticity conservation and are maintained by 
a variable Coriolis force or 0  effects (j3 = d f / d y , y directed northward). Each 
of these motions exhibits structure, propagation, and effects in the atmosphere 
tha t depend on a dispersion relation and the physical state and character of the 
atmosphere through which it propagates.
2.1 Geostrophic Balance and Geostrophic Ad­
justment
In spite of the broad spectrum of motions in the atmosphere, the principal
observed atmospheric flows at large scales are geostrophic, in which Coriolis and
7
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pressure gradient forces are balanced. Why this phenomenon stands is one of the 
most im portant fundamental dynamics problems, with three individual theories 
proposed to  account for this state.
The first is the geostrophic adjustment mechanism. It states that extra (not 
geostrophically balanced) energy, momentum, or mass somehow will be redis­
tributed, with extra energy and momentum radiated away by IGWs, leaving a 
mean state in geostrophic balance. Such geostrophic balance has been frequently 
observed. The concepts of geostrophic adjustment were originally posed by Rossby 
(1938) and Cahn (1945) in considering the geostrophically balanced flow in the 
ocean and atmosphere. Rossby introduced a parameter (called radius of deforma­
tion) defined as the ratio of long wave phase speed to Coriolis parameter to judge 
the conditions under which geostrophic adjustment might occur. However, instead 
of estimating the radiating waves from the unbalanced region explicitly, Rossby 
argued tha t the inertial oscillation of a balanced current implied the occurrence 
of adjustment.
A second theory involves a baroclinic instability explanation. It declares that 
geostrophic balance is merely a reflection of large-scale baroclinic instabilities 
which are basically quasi-geostrophic (Tanaka and Sun, 1990). This includes 
conventional baroclinic instability supported by the available potential energy of 
an unperturbed zonal flow due to the sloping mean density surface (Eady, 1949) 
and symmetric instability (no longitudinal variations) supported by the kinetic 
energy of an unperturbed zonal flow (Eady, 1949; and Stone, 1966, 1978).
A third theory is the geostrophic momentum approximation which is based 
on the rate of change of momentum being much smaller than the Coriolis force,
8
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permitting advected momentum to be well approximated by its geostrophic value 
(Hoskins,1975). Nevertheless, since geostrophically balanced motions are not a 
complete set of atmospheric motions, it is important to point out that the last 
two theories exclude a priori mesoscale motions by assuming a Rossby number
Ro = | dV/d t  | /  | f V  |<  !•
One thing which is clear and important is that the geostrophic adjustment 
mechanism helps us to understand how the momentum and mass field adjust to 
each other in the atmosphere and the ocean. Thus, it is possible for us to view 
the large scale atmospheric motions as consisting of two components: a  quasi- 
geostrophic or balanced state which describes the evolution of large scale features 
and an unbalanced component which incorporates both adjustment processes of 
the large-scale motion field and inertio-gravity wave structures with small-scale 
and large-scale energy sources.
Geostrophic adjustment processes are usually catalogued more informatively 
as barotropic and baroclinic geostrophic adjustments in a barotropic or baroclinic 
atmosphere. The adjustment processes will not occur unless IGWs act as a vehicle 
to carry the ageostrophic energy away. This is the original physics view which also 
can be proved mathematically (Zeng, 197S). Consequently, it is plausible to expect 
that geostrophic adjustment processes act as a source mechanism of low-frequency 
gravity waves.
Most previous studies of geostrophic adjustment have dealt with barotropic 
geostrophic processes and attempted to identify the resulting geostrophically bal­
anced state, the adjustment timescale and energy partition between balanced and 
unbalanced motions (Rossby, 1938; Veronis, 1956; Phillips et al ., 1960; Blumen,
9
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1972; Middleton, 1986). Barotropic geostrophic adjustment processes, accord­
ing to Obukhov’s classical conception (Obukhov, 1949), allows for radiation of 
external gravity waves only because it assumes “shallow water” type dynamical 
equations. It thus excludes internal gravity waves a priori. In fact, barotropic 
studies have dominated geostrophic adjustment research. More recently, however, 
some studies in the atmosphere and ocean have considered 2-layer or fully baro­
clinic geostrophic adjustment to address the energy redistribution between wave 
field and mean states in a barotropic and a baroclinically unstable fluid (Blumen, 
1972; Schubert et al ., 1980; Van Tuyl and Young, 1982; Duffy, 1990).
Of particular interest to baroclinic geostrophic adjustment, Van Tuyl and 
Young (1982) applied a two-layer hydrostatic and adiabatic model to examine the 
ageostrophic modes arising from nonlinearity and examined the possible effects 
of the background on the initial unbalance in a propagating jet maximum. They 
noted that the amplitudes of the unbalanced motions increase with the square 
of the Rossby number, particularly around and just downstream of the jet core. 
Walterscheid and Boucher (1984) investigated the responses to momentum and 
heating sources in a stratified isothermal thermosphere utilizing a two-dimensional 
model which included compressibility and rotation and noted that more initial en­
ergy went to IGWs in the cases of shallow momentum and deep thermal forcings. 
Schubert et al. (1980) simulated a geostrophic adjustment process in an axisym- 
metric vortex and found the majority of energy to be partitioned to IGWs. Zhu 
and Holton (1987) examined the role of geostrophic adjustment in the middle a t­
mosphere by means of checking the response of a localized gravity wave packet 
forcing as a local momentum source. Only those studies by Walterscheid and
10
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Boucher (1984) and Zhu and Holton (1987) attem pted to look closely at the tran­
sient state (emerging wave field). Yet it appears important to investigate other 
possible processes serving as source process of low-frequency gravity waves. The 
goal of this thesis is to provide a more explicit description of the transient fields 
radiated from ageostrophic atmospheric jet streams.
2.2 Gravity Wave Generation
Basic understanding of atmospheric gravity wave dynamics requires an under­
standing of two issues: how has the wave been generated and in what manner 
does the wave propagate? When the atmosphere is stably stratified, which is the 
case under most times and circumstances, a fluid parcel displaced vertically will 
experience a buoyancy force due to gravity, and will oscillate around its original 
position and influence neighbouring parcels to oscillate in a manner described by 
the equations of motions. There are two categories of gravity waves: i) external 
gravity waves which occur at fluid boundaries or interfaces, such as the free surface 
of the ocean or the interior of a fluid with a severe density discontinuity and, ii) 
internal gravity waves which may occur in the absence of boundaries.
To further quantify the effects of a displaced fluid parcel, imagine a  parcel 
initially with the same pressure, temperature, and density as its surroundings to 
experience a  small vertical displacement. If the parcel is displaced such that the 
pressure is different from the equilibrium value at its new location, the motion 
will be primarily acoustic in character. On the other hand, if the pressure field 
is balanced, then density and temperature fluctuations will occur if the motion is 
adiabatic and the motion will couple best with gravity wave motions. As illustrated
11
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z
Figure 2.1 Parcel motion of gravity wave. A fluid parcel feels a buoyancy force and results In oscillation after the disturbance. Assuming this is an 
adiabatic process, arrows indicate the parcel's motions, where 7  is a typical 
lapse rate, 7 a ( =  g /c p) is the adiabatic lapse rate, and T is temperature.
Profiles of 7 , 7 a and p (density) represent the stably stratified atmosphere.
07 =  tan_ 1 [dz/(~dT)j = tan- 1 ( l / 7 ) ,a 2 =  tan- 1 ( l / 7a).
in Fig. 2.1, a parcel initially at z — zx having the same thermal and dynamical 
character as its environment now moves vertically to z = z i+ S z .  The background 
stably stratified structure is represented by profiles of 7 (~  6.5 °C/km),  a typical 
lapse rate, and 7d (~  9.8 °C/km),  the adiabatic lapse rate of dry air and those 
constant density lines. The parcel’s thermal character is determined by the jd 
profile during the motion because of being considered an adiabatic process. The 
parcel becomes cooler (warmer) when it moves upwards (downwards) and thus it 
is heavier (lighter) than its surroundings and results in an acceleration towards 
its original position at level zx through the buoyancy force. The overshooting as
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2.2 Generation and propagation of gravity wave. Gravity wave gen­
erated after an initial upward disturbance in column A’A. z=0 and z=H are 
solid lids. D =  dujdx  is horizontal divergence. Thin dot lines show ge­ometry centers and column boundaries. Thin arrows present converging 
motions of the fluid. Blunt arrows show the perturbations of vertical velocity.
The solid line indicates a typical wave disturbance.
it returns results in an oscillation about its initial level. Since the buoyancy force 
provides the restoring force, the name buoyancy wave has been suggested.
An illustration of gravity wave propagation is provided in Fig. *2.2. To simplify 
the description, incompressible motion is assumed. Let’s restrict ourselves to a 
horizontal-vertical (x , z ) plane with fixed boundaries at z =  0 and z =  H.  This 
situation will be the same as in the real atmosphere if we think that z =  0 is the 
ground, and z =  H  is an upper limit at large distance. An incompressible fluid 
has a continuity equation
^  +  ^ = 0, (2 .1) 
ox Oz
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where u, w are perturbation velocity components in the x and z directions. Define 
horizontal divergence D  to be
D s f z  <2'2>
In column A’A (Fig. 2.2), an initial motion towards to z = H  (z =  0) where 
w =  0 results in d w /d z  <  0 (>  0) in the upper level (lower level). And thus 
D  > 0, (D < 0, convergence). The divergence-convergence distributions of A’A 
determine the divergence patterns in the undisturbed neighbourhood columns B’A’ 
and AB, and thus cause vertical motions in those areas as indicated in Fig. 2.2, 
causing gravity wave propagation horizontally and parcel oscillation in horizontal 
and vertical directions.
Fig. 2.3 (Kundu, 1990) shows the internal gravity waves’ propagation from a 
periodic source in the absence of rotation in a laboratory facility. The source is at 
the center of the figure and wave energy is propagating away (the beams). Since 
the frequency of source has been fixed at 0.71 rad/s,  only those positions along the 
beams are affected by the waves. The phase and group velocities can be explained 
by eqs. (2.17)—(2.19).
Dynamically, gravity waves are generated in one of several ways: instability or 
forcing. The most discussed instability in the wave excitation issue is that of a 
horizontally uniform flow with vertical gradients of wind and/or buoyancy. Among 
these are the buoyant or convective instability, the inertial-buoyancy or symmetric 
instability, and the shearing type including the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability. The 
last has received the most attention as a gravity wave generation mechanism in the 
literature (Gossard and Hooke, 1975; Stobie et al ., 19S3; and Fritts, 1984a). The 
first two instabilities are less understood. In the case of waves generated by shear
14
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Figure 2.3 Gravity waves generated in a stratified fluid of uniform buoyancy 
frequency N=1 rad/s. The forcing agency is a horizontal cylinder, with its axis 
perpendicular to the plane of the paper, oscillating vertically at frequency 
w=0.71 rad/s. The vertical dark line in the upper half of the photograph 
(a) is the cylinder support and should be ignored. The light and dark radial 
lines represent contours of constant perturbation density and are therefore 
constant phase lines. The schematic diagram (b) below the photograph 
shows the directions of phase and group velocities for the four beams (after 
Kundu, 1990).
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instability, energy of the shear flow is converted into wave energy contained in 
initially small fluctuations in the wave field. To address these physical processes,
different physical considerations (for example, Lee and Beardsley, 1974; Chimonas 
and Grant, 1984).
2.3 Dispersion Relation of Internal Gravity 
Waves
It is the intent here to review the internal gravity wave character and some 
frequently used dynamical approximations through examining the gravity wave 
dispersion relation. A gravity wave is a hydrodynamic motion and thus is governed 
by the fluid dynamic equations which describe the conservation of momentum, 
mass and energy. These equations are completed here by using the ideal gas law. 
W ith the adiabatic assumption, the full set of equations is presented by eqs. (A .l)- 
(A.6 ) in Appendix A by letting )? =  0 and £/, =  cc =  1. Linearizing the equations, 
neglecting the small terms, and writing the variables in terms of the decreasing 
density in the atmosphere yield
linear and nonlinear theories have been developed mathematically with the treat­
ments of initial-value, boundary-value and nonhomogeneous terms depending on
Po Po Po
where 7r =  {p/po)R^Cp, and cp is the specific heat at constant pressure. Introducing 
the Galilean transformation (Yeh and Liu, 1972)
r  =  f -  v t  r  =  t (2.4)
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where V  =  {u, v , 0}, the equations become
du dir n
¥  +  & - / ” =  0’ (2'5)
|  + g  + /fi = 0, (2.6)
«  +  » + r f _ J . O ,  (2 .7)
aa
^  + N 2w = 0, (2.8)
1 dn du dv dw .
c ? ¥  +  S + ^ + & - r m =  0’ (2'9)
where Cs =  (cpT / c v)1^ 2 is the speed of sound, cv is the specific heat at constant
volume, and T =  (1 /2p)(dp/dz) + g /C 2 =  —(1/ 2p)(dp/dz) — (1 /9)(d6/dz).  Eqs.
(2.5)- (2.9) appear to represent waves in a motionless atmosphere, but are trans­
formed to remove the dependence on a mean wind. Assuming all perturbations 
can be composed of monochromic waves with
^  =  tlH)e ilk x + lv + m * - u t ) , (2.10)
and substituting into eqs. (2.5)-(2.9), the only possibility for a  non-trivial solution 
is that
c ; V  -  a,2[k2 + l2 + m2 + r 2 + (^ )2 + (- r f }
(>5 O $
+ N 2(k2 + 12) + f 2[m2 + r 2 + A 2] = 0, (2.11)
where {k, I, m )  (denotes as k below) is the wave vector in the x, y and z coordinate
system.
Eq. (2.11) is the dispersion relation of internal gravity waves. Note here that 
frequency u  is in new coordinates (moving with the current) and is called the 
intrinsic frequency. It has the relationship with the frequency u 0 given by
U = uj0 - i c - F ,  (2.12)
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where u 0 is called the observed frequency.
2.3.1 Rotation and Compressibility Effects
Some of the most commonly applied approximations for gravity wave dynamics 
in the atmosphere are irrotational, incompressibility and hydrostatic approxima­
tions. The first two will be discussed here by analyzing the dispersion relation 
while the last will be considered in section 3.5.
The internal gravity wave dispersion relation under the non-rotating and in­
compressible approximations can be achieved by setting /  =  0 and C3 -* oo 
(6p —> 0 in the incompressible fluid) in eq. (2 .11), which results in
C ; V  -  u;2[fc2 + I2 +  m 2 +  T2 +  ( ^ - ) 2] +  N 2(k2 + 12) = 0, (2.13)
^ 3
and
w2[jfe2 +  /2 +  m 2 +  r?] -  N 2(k2 +  I2) -  f 2[m2 +  r?] =  0, (2.14)
where T; =  (l /2p)(dp/dz).
Eqs. (2.11), (2.13) and (2.14) have been plotted in the wavenumber domain 
in Fig. 2.4. Since waves are symmetric horizontally, only the (k , m ) plane is 
presented, choosing 1 = 0. It can be seen from Fig. 2.4 (a) that rotational effects 
on gravity wave structure can be quite large when the wave frequencies approach / .  
As lo increases to 10 / or larger, the earth’s rotational influence will be negligible. 
When the frequency is low, the effect of rotation is to steepen the wave phase 
slopes. As a result, for the same frequency wave, wave energy is propagated 
more horizontally in the presence of rotation. The influence of compressibility of 
the atmosphere is indistinguishable over all gravity wave scales when the wave 
frequency is low (the very large vertical wavelength case is discussed below). A
18
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(kN)/(rf)
I
(kN)/(rf)
Figure 2.4 Internal gravity wave dispersion relation on (k,m) plane with 
l=0,r=0.027/km, N=0.02 rad/s and f=10- 4 rad/s. Arrows indicate directions of the 
group velocities. Solid lines represent the compressible, rotating case; dashed 
lines are for compressible but non-rotating motions; chain dashed lines are for 
incompressible but rotating. Chain dashed lines are merged in solid lines in (a), 
(b) is same as (a )  but with more detail for small wave numbers.
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comparison of eqs. (2.11) and (2.14) indicates tha t even as w increases to ~  30/, 
the completely incompressible approximation remains ~  99% accurate over all 
wave scales. Fig. 2.4(6) is the same as Fig. 2.4(a) but shows more detail at small 
wavenumbers. As we can see, the incompressible assumption has large departures 
from the compressible case as frequency and vertical wavelength increase. When 
the vertical wavelength is much larger than the scale height (taking H  ~  8km 
here), the wave structure will be distorted by assuming incompressibility. This 
implies tha t compressible effects must be included to properly describe such large 
vertical scale motions. However, gravity wave having very large vertical wavelength 
(for instance, m / T  =  10 in Fig 2.4(6), is equivalent to 23 km)  is very difficult to 
survive in the atmosphere (see Lindzen, 1981).
2.3.2 Low Frequency Motions
Let us tu rn  now to the low-frequency gravity waves since it is the goal of this 
research to provide a theoretical explanation of the low-frequency gravity waves 
observed in association with atmospheric jet streams. For this purpose, the incom­
pressible assumption is assumed while keeping the rotational terms. The further 
assumption is tha t the background density is constant, except in the buoyancy 
term. Eq. (2.11) reduces as
20
a; =
f 2m 2 + N 2(k2 + I2)
/ 2 +  ' 
N 2 -
k2 + I2 +  m 2
(.v 2 - m - 2 + p )
k2 +  I2 + m 2 
k2 + I2 + m2 (2.15)
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c9
wave source
horizontal
Figure 2.5 Phase and energy propagation of an internal gravity wave 
from a source in the atmosphere (a fter  Hooke, 1986).
It is obvious that gravity wave frequencies are bounded by /  and N  as
| / | < M < j V .  (2.16)
Phase and group velocities are derived immediately from eq. (2.15) (Lighthill, 
1964)
u)k tol ojm
p h 2 +  l2 +  m2’ k2 + l2 + m 2’ it2 +  I2 + m 2}.
and
(2.17)
-  _  r k m 2( N 2 - f 2) lm 2{N 2 — / 2) m { N 2 -  f 2)(k2 + I2) . (C)
Cg u>(k2 -M2 +  rn2)2 ’ u (k 2 + l2 + m 2)2 ’ u;(k2 + l2 + m 2)2 *’ 1
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such that
Sp • cg = 0. (2.19)
Eq. (2.19) indicates that the propagation direction for wave energy is parallel to 
the wave phase front as shown in Fig. 2.3(6). This result applies for hydrostatic 
gravity waves as well. A two-dimensional schematic representation is given by 
Fig. 2.5 relating the wave source and wave phase and energy propagation in the 
atmosphere.
22
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Chapter 3
Inertio—Gravity Wave (IGW) 
Radiation from an Infinite 
Unbalanced Gaussian Jet
3.1 Introduction
Gravity waves with frequencies near /  in the vicinity of the tropospheric jet 
stream have been revealed by various observations (Hirota and Niki, 1986). Grav­
ity waves with frequencies between 1-4 h associated with a low-level jet corre­
sponding with a squall line also have been documented by some authors (see Eom, 
1975; and Uccellini and Koch, 1987).
Theoretical investigations on jet-stream  excitation previously focused on wave- 
wave interaction and shear generation of gravity waves. Van Tuyl and Young 
(1982) employed a two-layer nonlinear primitive equation model assuming motion 
to be frictionless, adiabatic, hydrostatic and with constant /  to examine the forced 
adjustment process of the a propagating jet streak. In their control run, a com­
pletely balanced system was given initially. W ith the resulting unbalanced vertical 
motions, they found that in the high Rossby number areas near the je t core, the 
secondary circulations predicted by quasi-geostrophic or balanced theories were
23
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unable to maintain the initial balance. Therefore, they argued that unbalanced 
motions should result in these areas. Further quantitative investigations of the 
arising ageostrophic modes should be pursued as they suggested. Shear insta­
bility as a gravity wave excitation mechanism by the jet stream has also been 
examined by some authors (see Mastrantonio et al., 1976). By researching such 
wave characteristics as growth rate through analyzing the linear stability of a low 
level jet stream, they found gravity waves propagating vertically but apparently 
with higher frequencies. Actually, most results of models taking shear instability 
as a gravity wave generation mechanism showed much smaller wavelengths than 
found in observations (Lalas and Einaudi, 1976). Although a typical large vertical 
wavelength ( a few times as large as the shear layer) can be achieved theoretically 
(Lalas and Einaudi, 1976), those small-scale motions predicted by shear insta­
bility theory associated with the jet are still not simple to explain (see Uccellini, 
1975: Eom. 1975: and Uccellini and Koch, 19S7). Also Einaudi et al. (19S7) were 
able to show the gravity wave activities without the presence of a critical level by 
analyzing the MST radar data. W ith these understandings, it might be believable 
that some other wave excitation mechanism such as geostrophic adjustment is an 
important factor in the situations associated with jet streams.
To examine geostrophic adjustment as a wave source process, unbalanced en­
ergy or momentum has to be provided. The atmospheric jet stream is one of 
those locations believed to be important for the residence of an ageostrophic com­
ponent. The atmospheric jet streams are characterized by having a length of 
thousands of kilometers, a width of hundreds to thousands and a depth of a few 
to tens of kilometers, with a vertical shear of ~  5-10 m s~ l (km)~l , a lateral shear
24
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~  5 cms~1( k m )~1, and a core wind speed of ~  60 m s -1 in the mesosphere and 
~  30ms-1 in the troposphere. In the averaged circulation pattern, both zonal 
mean and temporally averaged flows display a low latitude westerly (eastward) jet 
stream and a polar front je t stream. However, on individual days there is consid­
erable latitudinal variability of the jet streams, particularly in the western North 
American and western European sectors (Parker, 1987). Thus, the time-averaged 
jet stream is not well defined in these regions. Also the instantaneous view reveals 
that the maximum speed of the jet stream can be as large as double that of the 
averaged circulation pattern.
Because it is departures from balanced flow that we believe to be an impor­
tant source of IGWs, the instantaneous structure of the jet stream is used in this 
research to specify the ageostrophic motions. The atmospheric jet stream is a site 
of considerable departure from geostrophically balanced flow (Kung and Tanaka, 
1983). The ageostrophic component contains ~  10% of the motion field in the 
jet stream, with much larger contributions at specific sites and times (Uccellini et 
al., 1984; Uccellini and Kocin, 1987; and Cammas and Raymond, 1989). In this 
chapter, geostrophic adjustment and the radiation of IGWs by a two-dimensional 
(2—D) ageostrophic Gaussian jet (equivalent to saying tha t the ageostrophic Gaus­
sian jet is infinitely long) is addressed. An extension of this study to a localized 
three-dimensional je t is presented in chapter 4.
3.2 Theory
Linearized theory is used to examined the geostrophic adjustment of an infinite 
2-D unbalanced Gaussian jet stream in an unbounded atmosphere. It has been
25
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assumed here that motions are incompressible, adiabatic and Boussinesq. Also 
the ageostrophic jet has been treated as an imposed momentum source. Under 
these conditions, and neglecting quadratic terms in perturbation quantities, the 
adjustment process can be described in Cartesian coordinates, with the jet core 
along the x axis directed east, y to the north and 2 upward by the equations (see 
Appendix A)
du
—  -  /u  =  ?/Fr <5(t), (3.1)
!  +  i f A / . ,  =  0, (3.2)
dt po dy
^  +  _ § *  =  „ , (3.3)
at po oz 0
dv dw n ,n
=  <3'4>
g  + V »  = o. (3-5)
with the notation defined in Appendix A. Here r]Fx6(t) symbolizes a momentum 
source term  and Fx is defined as
Fx = uxe x p [ - { - ^  +  ^ j) ]>  (3-6)
where u,  is the maximum velocity of the momentum source having a dimension 
of speed, 8(t) has dimension of reverse of time, and ay and a,  are prescribed 
constants.
Eqs. (3.1)-(3.5) describe a two-dimensional baroclinic geostrophic adjustment 
process. In this research, ux =10m /s , ay = 100km, and az — 1 km  are imposed to 
represent a shallow ageostrophic departure from a balanced mean state (see Cam- 
mas and Raymond, 19S9). Also, /  and N  are assumed to be constants with values 
of 10- 4ra d /s  representing the midlatitude areas and 10~2rad/s  approximating an 
averaged case for the stable atmosphere.
26
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3.3 Method of Numerical Approach
Analytic solutions for all field variables u ,v ,w  and 9 obtained in this and the 
next chapter (i.e. eqs. 3.15-18, 3.27-33 and 4.16-25) are expressed in terms of 
multiple infinite integrals over the wavenumber domain. These integrals have sin­
gularities at (k , l , m ) —> 0. Also, the upper integration limits are infinite and 
cannot be computed numerically. To remove the irregular points, several means 
are possible. Mathematically, complex analysis permits us to construct contours 
and to integrate along these contours in cases where analytic solutions are possi­
ble. Alternatively, physics allows us to assess the wave scales which contribute, 
thus bounding the range of numerical integration. From eqs. (3.6) and (4.6), 
it can be suspected that no energy is contained at k =  / =  m  =  0. With 
the aid of the integration scheme in the new IMSL computational packet sub­
routine named QAND, it is found that (k , l , m ) € (0 ,+oo) may be replaced by 
(fc,Z) € [27T x 10-6,27r x 0 .1](fc?7i ) _1 and m  € [2tt x  10~4, 2tt x  10](&m) -1 resulting 
in almost identical solutions. Here, k , I, m  are wavenumbers in the x, y, z directions 
as prescribed. This is consistent with our expectation that the radiating waves 
will have horizontal and vertical scales comparable to the initial disturbance.
3.4 Adjustment of Initial Unbalance I: Approx­
imate Fourier Integral Solutions
One classical method to deal with geostrophic adjustment processes is to as­
sume all the added energy appears at t = 0. To approximate this process, as a 
first step, the adjustment process and response to the initially unbalanced mo­
mentum of the infinite Gaussian jet stream might be restated mathematically by
27
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eqs. (3.1)-(3.5) with rj =  0 and conditions u(y , z , 0) =  Fx, and all other variables 
are zero initially. This is an initial-value problem mathematically. Initially, it is 
assumed tha t all the ageostrophic energy is associated with a  spectrum of IGWs 
only. By doing this, the mathematical complexity is reduced to some degree while 
we still are able to see the wave field in detail subject to the above assumption.
After some algebra, eqs. (3.1)—(3.5) can be w ritten for all field variables as 
(see eq. A.20 in appendix A, letting y =  0, d / d x  =  0 and =  1)
L(u ,v ,w ,0)  = Q< (3-7)
with an operator given by
3.4.1 M athematical Expressions o f the Results
The procedure here is to use a Fourier transformation to express the problem 
in wavenumber space, apply the desired initial conditions there, then transform 
back to physical domain to achieve the final results. The Fourier transform pairs 
used in this analysis are defined as
- 1 /■+00 /,+cc' •- -
=  — _/ J il>(r,t)e lK'Tdydz, (3.9)
and
H-oo r+co „
i(?(r,t) = \j)(K,t)elK'rdldm , (3.10)
J — 0O J—CO
where xf> represents all field variables, i = \ / —I, k =  li2 + mi3, f  =  yi2 + zi3,
(*2, *3) are unit vectors in the meridional and vertical directions, and (/, m)  are the
meridional and vertical wavenumbers as defined previously.
28
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Substituting eq. (3.9) into eq. (3.7) yields
29
-  I2N 2 -I- m 2 f 2 -r  + U * + j n J _  Q'
I1 +  ???/
The general solution to eq. (3.11) is
$(t,  k) =  A(it)eiuJt +  B(K)e~iut, (3.12)
where
2 l2N 2 + m 2f 2
“  =  p + ~ ’ (3 1 3 )
is the dispersion relation for non-hydrostatic IGWs appropriate to this problem.
The initially unbalanced momentum occurs only in the zonal direction, which 
is u (y , z , t  =  0) =  Fx with a meaning of momentum per unit mass. But as 
time evolves, the meridional component will be excited through the Coriolis effect 
and all fields will then exhibit IGW motions. Thus, specifying the zonal motion 
determines all other field variables through eqs. (3.1)-(3.5). Letting in eq. (3.11) 
be u and solving eq. (3.9) with conditions u{y, z , t  =  0) =  Fx and ut(y , z , t  — 0) =  
0, we obtain
u(t, U) = l-~ J z e x p { - { ^ ~  +  ^L )]co3(w < )- (3-14)
Transforming back to the physical domain by using eq. (3.10) yields
2u,aya, f+°° f+°° cr*r atr
u (y , z , t )  = — f -  exp[-(-*r  + -* -7T J o+ Jo+ 2 2
•fee r+oo .al l2 i m 2,
IN212 +  f 2m2 . „
■cos(ly)cos(mz )cos( y  — — £— £— t)dldm. (3.15)
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The expressions for v, iv, and 9 may then be obtained from eqs. (3.1), (3.4), and
(3.5) using eq. (3.15), with the results
, ^  2u ,ayaz /-+00 /•+» j N 2l2 +  f 2m 2 f a 2l2 (r2zm2
•(» .* .*) =  — t t L  I  V p  +  m» " y H — +  — )1
. /_/v2/2 +  f 2m 2
■cos(ly)cos(mz)sin(\ —  ------ ;— t)dldm, (3.16)V I2 +  m 2
, 2u.avaz [+°° [+°° l N 2l2 + f h n 2 I r , t f l 2 a2zm 2M
u > y , M)  = -------- \ — jr—  ---------------------------e x p [ - ( - | - +  — — )]
7T J J0+ J0+ V ‘ +  m m ^ 2
. I N 212 +  / 2???2
■sin(ly)sin(mz)sin(d  — — -— -— t)dldm, (3.17)
and
/i/ ^  2u*oya zN 29 [+°° /+°° I o\P  <r*m2„
9{y,z, t)  = -------- ^ ------- —e®P~( o + ^ “ )7rjg J o+ io+ m 2 2
/iV2/2 +  f 2m 2
■$in(ly)$in(mz)[cos{\ -— ------ -— t) — 1]dldm. (3.18)V * +  m 2
3.4.2 Transient States
Unlike barotropic geostrophic adjustment processes which exclude internal 
gravity waves a priori and are less realistic in an unbounded atmosphere, the 
baroclinic geostrophic adjustment process allows for both external and internal 
modes. From the dispersion relation, eq. (3.13), the evolution of these motions 
with frequencies near the inertial, / ,  suggests that we refer to  them  as IGWs. 
The presence of such motions leads to substantial differences from the classical 
barotropic geostrophic adjustment problem.
From the solution expressions, eqs. (3.15-3.18), it can be seen tha t u and v 
are symmetric about the y and z axes, while w and 9 are antisymmetric. Thus
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time (hours)
Figure 3.1 Perturbations of horizontal velocities at (y,z)=(0 ,0 ) km for the 
approximate Fourier integral solution. No mean state is excited.
it is necessary to compute the motion field in only one quadrant as a result and 
the rest of the fields can be derived. At the jet axis, (y, z) =  (0 ,0 )km  in Fig. 
3.1, we see only an inertial motion with a  period given by T{ =  2ir /f  (about 17 
hours) exhibited by the horizontal motion field because of the symmetric initial 
disturbance resulting in the superposition of upward and downward propagating 
IGWs. This can also be seen from eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) mathematically from 
the antisymmetric character of w and 6 about y = z = 0. The clockwise rotating 
maxima of horizonal velocities with time shows the influences of the Coriolis effect. 
This character will also be seen elsewhere in the wave field. The wave amplitudes
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decay after ~  2 -  37), indicating that much more tim e is needed for a baroclinic 
geostrophic adjustment process than for a barotropic case.
Away from the jet core, we begin to observe IGW character. At (y, z) =  
(100, l )km ,  as shown in Fig. 3.2, the disturbances in w and 8 clearly reveal 
IGW propagation through their variations. Fluctuations of w and v are positively 
correlated while downward motion (w < 0 ) causes adiabatic warming (8 >  0) and 
vice versa. The amplitudes of u and v are comparable near the jet core due to 
the inertial character of the motion field. Following the same propagation angle 
from (y ,z )  =  (100, l )km .  we obtain the motion fields at (y ,z) =  (300,3) and 
(1000,10)km  shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4. The maximum responses at (300,3)fera 
occur from ~  4 —13 hours after the initial disturbance, suggesting a group velocity 
magnitude cg from ~  Qm/s to ~  20m /s .  At (y, z)  =  (1000,10)fcm, a  group 
velocity magnitude c3 from ~  6m /s  to 13m /s  can be observed. At (300,3)fcm, 
wave periods begin near 10 hours and expand to near 7) after ~  1 — 27). This is 
also seen in the ratio of v and u, with larger meridional motions for T  < I). A 
similar response is seen at (1000,10)h n  with an apparent decay observed ~  2 —37) 
after the maximum response. And as Rossby (1938) said when he first introduced 
the geostrophic adjustment concept, the inertial oscillation implied the occurrence 
of the geostrophic adjustment.
A look at positions closer to the vertical and horizontal axes will help us to 
understand the behaviour of motions at higher and lower frequencies. Fig. 3.5, 
which shows the wave field at (y,~) =  (300,10)fcm, shows tha t higher frequency 
IGWs follow steeper propagation angles from the jet core. From an initial period of 
about 5 hours, the period increases and the amplitude decays, with the minimum
32
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Figure 3.2 Perturbations of horizontal velocities (a), vertical velocity and 
temperature (b) at (y,z)=(100,1) km for the approximate Fourier integral so­
lutions.
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Figure 3.3 As in figure 3.2 but for (y,z)=(300,3) km.
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Figure 3.4 As in figure 3.2 but for (y,z)=(1000,10) km.
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Figure 3.5 As in figure 3.2 but for (y,z)=(300,10) km.
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response occurring in the vertical and meridional motion fields. A positive corre­
lation of v and iu also implies outward and upward propagation of wave energy at 
this location. A comparison of (y,z)  =  (300,3)km  (Fig. 3.3) and (300,10)km, at 
the same horizontal distance from the jet core, suggests that IGW energy radiates 
away from the jet at a very shallow angle because of the larger amplitudes at 
(300,3)fcm. A comparison of the wave fields at (y , z ) =  (1000,3)fcm (Fig. 3.6) 
and (1000,lQ)km (Fig. 3.4) likewise shows tha t the angle of maximum wave ra­
diation is dictated by the initial disturbance structure, with a dominant angle 
~  ia n - 1(l/100) and dominant wave periods ~  Ti/2  or longer. It is also noted that 
the lower frequency IGWs seen in Fig. 3.6 have near inertial character. Finally, 
we note tha t in this approximate solution to the initially imbalanced geostrophic 
adjustment problem, there is an absence of motion after the IGWs have propa­
gated away due to the association of all initial energy with IGW motions. The 
more general solution is presented in section 3.6.
Time-height cross sections of the motion and thermal fields exhibit the wave 
structure from another point of view. Figs. 3.7 and 3.S are for y =  lOO&m with the 
jet centered at (y ,z )  =  (0,0 )km  as before. Larger-scale vertical motions appear 
at early times after the initial excitation of the horizontal motion field. A clear 
picture illustrated in the cross section is the progression of phase towards z = 0 
with time increasing, consistent with the propagation of energy outward away 
from the unbalanced jet and the orthogonality of the group and phase velocities 
noted in chapter 2. The increasing wave period with time causes the vertical 
motion field and its companion temperature field to decay more rapidly than the 
horizontal motion fields (see Figs. 3.7 and 3.S). The higher altitude responses in
37
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Figure 3.6 As in figure 3.2 but for (y,z)=(1000,3) km.
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Figure 3.7 Time-height cross section of zonal (a, Au=1.0m/s) and meridional 
(b, Av=1.0m/s) velocity fluctuations at y=100 km for approximate Fourier integral 
solutions. Solid (dashed) contours indicate positive (negative) values.
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Figure 3.8 As in figure 3.7 but for vertical velocity (a, Aw=0.5cm/s) and temper­
ature fluctuations (b, A0=O.O8K).
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the w and 8 fields at early times also shows the rapid propagation ability of the 
higher-frequency waves implied by the dispersion relation. The dominant vertical 
wavelengths range from ~  6 — Skm  and are seen clearly at this position and at 
greater distances throughout the evolution.
Figs. 3.9 and 3.10 show the cross sections at ij =  300km. The vertical distri­
bution of wave energy is now larger because of IGW radiation at preferred angles 
as noted in the time series discussed above. Larger-scale vertical motions again 
are seen at early times.
Greater distances exhibit the wave behavior even more clearly. At y = 1000km 
(Figs. 3.11 and 3.12). the fastest IGW motions appear after ~  20 hours, with the 
maximum response occurring somewhat later far above and below the jet axis. 
Since the IGWs propagate away from the jet, energy has been transported upward 
and downward as indicated in the figures. No energy has been transported by the 
motion field in the horizontal direction, emphasizing the special role of internal 
gravity waves in the baroclinic geostrophic adjustment process. Note that energy 
that appear in the horizontal motions at z =  0 at early times in Fig. 3.11 is 
not due to horizontal energy transport but due instead to the initial unbalanced 
structure above and below r =  0. Likewise, w in Fig. 3.12 results from the v field 
through the continuity equation, while w leads 8 (Fig. 3.12) because motions are 
assumed to be adiabatic.
41
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Figure 3.9 As in figure 3.7 but for y=300 km. (a), Au=0.4m/s; (b), Av=0.4m/s.
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Figure 3.10 As in figure 3.8 but for y=300 km. (a), Aw=0.3cm/s; (b), A0=O.O4K.
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Figure 3.11 As in figure 3.7 but for y=l 000 km. cp and cg are phase and group 
velocities, (a), Au=0 .1m/s; (b), Av=0 .1m/s.
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Figure 3.12 As in figure 3.8 but for y=1000 km. (a), Aw=0.2m/s; (b), A#=0.05K.
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3.5 The Hydrostatic Approximation
An approximation generally valid at large horizontal scales in the atmosphere 
is that the vertical distribution of pressure is due only to the weight of the fluid 
column above. This implies, from the vertical momentum equation, eq. (A.3), a 
vertical fluid acceleration much less than that due to gravity, dw/dt  <C g or , in 
terms of the vertical stratification, w2 <C N 2. This implies as well approximately 
horizontal motions (w2 <C u2), nearly horizontal phase slopes (k2 <  m2), and a
46
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Figure 3.13 A comparison between hydrostatic and nonhydrostatic approx­
imations in zonal velocity fluctuations at (y,z)=(100,1) km. This is the ap­
proximate Fourier integral solutions.
dispersion relation given by
2  r o  k 2  +  I 2  A r 2
“ l  = f 2 + — * 2 (3.19)
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where ujh denotes gravity wave frequency under the hydrostatic approximation.
Numerical simulations including the hydrostatic approximations were con­
ducted to compare with the nonhydrostatic results. In this case, almost identical 
results are achieved and Fig. 3.13 exhibits one of them. The hydrostatic result is 
consistent with our expectations because of the structure of the initial disturbance, 
causing the induced waves to have much larger horizonal wavelengths than in the 
vertical. The accuracy of the hydrostatic approximation allowed us to apply it 
when the 3-D jet adjustment process is investigated.
3.6 Adjustment of Initial Unbalance II: Full Fou­
rier Integral Solutions
One further step in understanding the geostrophic adjustment of an infinite 
unbalanced Gaussian jet stream is to include not only the radiation of unbalanced 
momentum away as IGWs but also the resulting adjustments of the mean state 
needed to conserve potential vorticity. The interpretation of this physical meaning 
moves us from a homogeneous initial-value problem (denoted as approximate solu­
tion in section 3.4) to a nonhomogeneous treatment (denoted as the full solution) 
mathematically. In this way, energy partition between the IGWs and the mean 
state can be examined. In this 2-D investigation, since it is less computation­
ally tedious to maintain the nonhydrostatic term and provides the same dynamic 
approximations as the initial-value treatment discussed above, £h =  1 has been 
taken.
47
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3.6.1 Theoretical Solutions
M athematical description of the nonhomogeneous problem can be quoted from 
eqs. (3.1)—(3.5) with /? =  1 and u, v, w, 9, p, ut , vt, wt, 6t and pt all zero 
initially. The Dirac delta function in time means the balanced field has only 
been forced impulsively. It is possible, though, to construct another function 
in the time domain depending on the physical problem, a  possibility yielding 
one more integral level in the final expressions. To generate the operators for 
each field variable, we take the divergence and curl of the horizontal momentum 
equations and do some algebra as described in appendix A. This gives (A.20 with 
d /d x  =  =  0 , 7j = eh = 1)
where
and
L\U  ' 
Liv
L 2w
L x9
Part 1 Part  2
'  {Myy + M zz) 8 \ t )  + N 2M yy8(t)^ 
- f M zz6(t)
J M yz8(t)
\
u ~ j t  + a t2 | ? + / 2 d^ z2
L 2 ~ h A '2 + N '2j f + f 2 h '
(3.20)
(3.2i;
(3.
Here =  d2/ d y 2 +  d2/ d z 2. The rest of the notation is defined in Appendix A.
We use the Fourier transform pairs given by eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) and adopt 
the notation from previous sections. Applying eq. (3.9) to eq. (3.20) yields
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where
’  u  '
V 1
w “  K 2
. 8  .
-(Myy + M zz)S \ t )  - N 2M yy 
f M zz6(t)
- f M yz6(t)
fSN2
g y-
(3.23)
(3.24)
Eq. (3.23) contains four linear ordinary differential equations and can be solved 
straightforwardly. The solutions are
’  U ' '  - ( M y y  +  M z z ) c o s ( u i t ) - ^ M y y [ l  -  c o s ( u > t ) ]  ■
V 1 ^ M z z s i n ( u t )
w — £ M yzs i n ( u t )
. 8  .  ^ ^ - M y z [ l - c o s ( u t ) ]  .
where Myy
M z z
M,yz
£exp[-(^ l 2 + |m 2)] f I 2m 2 
hn  ,
(3.25)
(3.26)
Transforming back to the physical domain results in explicit expressions for all 
field variables. For the convenience of discussion, all solutions have been displayed 
in two parts using superscripts (1) and (2 ) which correspond to the two nonho- 
mogeneous terms given in eq. (3.20). Since v, w and 9 have only one part, their 
upper indexes have been eliminated. The final mathematical solutions for u can 
be w ritten as
m , x 2 u * < 7 , , < 7 f+ oc> r . r f l 2 cr2m 2 ..
I m p  i f2m 2
•cos{hj)cos(inz)cos{\l — — -— t)dldm, (3.27)
and
(2U 2N 2u*avaz f +°° [+°° I2 r ,<r2yl2 , a \m
«<*>(»,* .0  =  I  +
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/jV2/2 +  f 2m 2
■cos(ly)cos(mz)[ 1 — cos{\ —  ------ -— t)]dldm. (3.28)v I *"|“ 777
The complete solution for u is then
u =  u (1) + u (2), (3.29)
with the mean state given from u ^  by
2 N 2u,a„az r+°° 12, jy“ ,<Tyo /■+«> n
u(y ,z )  =  ---------------
it Jo+ Jo-ti + N 2P +  P m 2 
_2/2 2m 2
•ea;p[—(—| — I— ^ — )]cos(ly)cos(mz)dldm. (3.30)
Similarly, v, w and 6 are
, . 2fu mava, r+°° [+°° m2 12 +  m2 . .all2 aim2.,
. l N 2l2 +  P m 2 
■cos(ly)cos(mz)sin(u — — -— t)dldm, (3.31)
, ^  2fu»aya z [+°° /•+*> Im / l2 + m 2 ,<rj/2 a im 2 ^
=  — I  I  _ _ ^ S 5 F _ « , pl- ( _  +  _ , ]
I m n  +  p m 2
•s in(ly)s in(mz)s in(J  — — -— t)dldm, (3.32)
and
^  29N2f u . a yaz [+°° y+*> Zm r ,<x2Z2 <rjm2u
■■ w - zexp  - ( ■ +  —T~
7T5r Jo+ 7o+ Al2P + P m 2 2 2
/AT2/2 +  P m 2
•sin(ly)sin(mz)[  1 -  cos(\/—  ------ -— f)]dZd’m. (3.33)y I 772
3.6.2 Wave Field and Mean State
Let us now compare the approximate results of eqs. (3.15)—(3.1S) with the 
full solutions expressed by eqs. (3.27). (3.28) and (3.31)-(3.33). It is found that
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part 1 of the full solution, u ^ ,  is identical to the approximate results. The extra 
term, u^2\  in the nonhomogeneous treatm ent represents a  balanced zonal state 
(eq. 3.30) after the adjustment and a correction term to the approximate (ho­
mogeneous) treatm ent of the problem. The deviations of v ,w  and 9 between the 
approximate and full solutions are due to the differences in the integration of a 
factor (f /u i ) (m 2/K2). They would be identical if this factor were unity. As showed 
in section 3.5 of this chapter, an almost perfect agreement of hydrostatic and non­
hydrostatic approximations indicates the flat wave phase, i.e. m 2jK2 ~  1. Also it 
can be seen in section 3.4 that IGW frequencies elongate to near T{ soon after the 
initial disturbance. Therefore, the major differences between the approximate and 
full solutions of the 2-D initial imbalanced geostrophic adjustment is a balanced 
state in the full solution. Although the wavefields have been defined well by the 
detailed computations in section 3.4, it is the intent here to compare the wave 
fields following adjustment of the mean state. Figs. 3.14 and 3.15 exhibit the full 
consideration results at (y, z) =  (100,1 )km  and (y, z) =  (300, Z)km. At the posi­
tion (100,1 )km  which is very close to the jet core, we can see (comparing to Fig. 
3.2 ) tha t the w and 9 fields axe almost indistinguishable. The smaller amplitudes 
at (300,3)km  (Fig. 3.15) at early times in the full Fourier integral solutions seems 
to suggest that the balanced mean state is achieved fairly quickly (less than one 
Ti) through redistribution of the initial potential vorticity.
A comparison of the approximate and full solutions at (y , z ) =  (300,3)km  re­
vealing a large deviation restricted to early times is displayed in Fig. 3.16. Beyond 
this initial response, however, the IGW field achieves a comparable structure.
The mean fields before and after adjustment are compared in Fig. 3.17. At
51
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Figure 3.14 As in figure 3.2 but for full Fourier integral solutions. Note 
the induced mean state in (a).
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Figure 3.15 As in figure 3.14 but for (y,z)=(300,3) km. The mean in (a) 
is tiny (without plotting).
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Figure 3.16 Comparisons of horizontal velocity fluctuations between 
approximate and full Fourier integral solutions at (y,z)=(300,3) km.
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Figure 3.17 Initially unbalanced Gaussian jet (a, Au=1.0m/s) and the 
induced mean state after the adjustment (b, Au =1 .Om/s) for the 2-D 
problem.
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the jet core there is ~  40% of the magnitude of the initial perturbation remaining, 
implying about 80% of the energy has been carried away by IGWs. This has also 
been confirmed by the numerical summation through the entire mean field. The 
slimmer shape of the balanced state after the adjustment is caused by rotational 
influences on the transient solution.
3.7 Adjustment of Initial Unbalance III: Green’s 
Function Solutions
Employing Green’s function techniques to solve point source problems is fa­
miliar in many fields of physics. In principle, it can also be extended to deal with 
general sources. As an alternative tool to handle the nonhomogeneous equation, 
its purpose is twofold: to apply Green’s functions for the linearized IGWs gener­
ators in baroclinic geostrophic adjustment processes (here for the 2-D case, the 
3-D situation is presented in appendix B) and to verify the Fourier integral results 
developed in section 3.6.
3.7.1 Green’s Functions
The Green’s functions desired for eq. (3.20) may be constructed as
U G u ]
l 2g v
l 2g w =
. L\Gq .
- i m
i m
fSN2
(3.34)
where G denotes the Green’s function.
In order to reduce the problem to be only a function of space initially, a  Laplace 
transform defined by
r+oo
$ =  v e ' a\  <7 >  0, (3.35)
Jo
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is applied to eq. (3.34). Then substituting with
l £ l ± J L
a2 +  iV21 (3.36)
eq. (3.34) becomes 
L g
Gu 
Gv 
Gw 
. Gg
s/a2 +  N 2yja2 +  f 2
a
- /
/.
(£±N*)
8N2 
9
(3.37)
where
r 1
G “  3y2 +  dpi2
(3.38)
Note that the tilde here means a Laplace transform and Gu is the Green’s function 
for u, etc. In addition, a represents the frequencies of the induced IGWs and 
a2 <C N 2 is assumed from the analysis of the transient fields in previous sections. 
Applying cr2 <C N 2 to eq. (3.37) results in a expression identical to that obtained 
with the hydrostatic approximation.
Applying the hydrostatic approximation (this will be much simpler than the 
nonhydrostatic case in the Green’s function analysis), eq. (3.37) reduces to
La
Gu ] ' (j
% ) % ) - f
Gw 
. Gg .
N s / a 2 +  f 2 f
_ 1ML
g<r
(3.39)
Eq. (3.39) is solved in free space (Butkovskiy, 1982). However, it is better 
to reorganize the solutions as follows so that they are convenient for the reverse 
Laplace transform to follow. This may be written as
Gu
Gv
Gw
Gg
\ /a 2 +  a2 
2nN  ^ a 2 + f 2"'u + a2In
- /  
I  2
(ON2
(3.40)
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where y = y -  f; £ =  2 -  C; 20 =  s +  C; a2 = f 2 + N 2z2/{x2 +  f )  and a20 = 
f 2+ N 2ZQ/(x2+ y 2). Eq. (3.40) is transformed back to the time domain and finally 
yields the Green’s functions for u,v,  iu and 6 (Oberhettinger,1973; Spanier,1987)
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G .(», C) =  G f ’ +  Gi?)
I I .
=  J  ^ [ c o s ( a r )  +  ars in (aT)  — cos(aoT) — aoTsin(aoT)\
•7o[/(t -  r)]dr
r 1 _cos[a0(t — t )] — cos[a(t — t )}
+ 4 N  Jo T ~
•{ .7 o (/r )[-  -  H , { f r ) \  +  W T ) H * { f T ) ) d r ,  (3.41)7r
1 f 1 cos(a0T) — cos(ar)^  [<■ cos{a0r)  -  cos(ar)
v'w =  2^  Jo ------------t -----------  °[/( “  r)] ’ ( }
and
Ge = Gi2>. (3.43)
where J  and H  are Bessel and Struve’s functions.
3.7.2 Numerical Results
For a point source (Dickinson, 1969a, b) located at (£, () =  (0,0), the solutions 
for the field variables are
S - ( t ) - G u,v,wfi(y ,z . t :0 ,0 ).  (3.44)
where S*(t) denotes the given source strength. In the case of this investigation, 
the source is a function of space, so the solutions are
u
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u =  J  j  GvM:Ai,C)dtid(,  (3.46)
s
■u» =  J  J  G v M y & X W d C, (3.47)
5 ,
and
6 = f J GtM„(umC (3.48)
5
where S  is an unbounded 2-D space.
Owing to the tedious integral computation and the application of this technique 
here primarily to  verify consistency with the Fourier integral technique, these 
comparisons have been performed only at one point. The numerical scheme is again 
the integral subroutine named QAND of the new IMSL package. The numerical 
results are sought to satisfy a designed relative error of 10-5 when changing the 
integral limits. The numerical results at (y, z) =  (100, l)km.  are exhibited in Fig. 
3.18.
Comparison with the solutions at this location obtained using Fourier integral 
techniques (see Fig. 3.14), it can be seen that there are only small deviations of 
the solutions between the two techniques. Because of the uncertainties introduced 
by numerical evaluation of the integral expressions, however, these differences 
are likely due to the numerical techniques employed. Especially, the mean in the 
Green’s function result of 1.38 m /s  is only 0.02 m / s  away from the Fourier integral 
mean solution and the wave periods are consistent to a high degree.
59
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Figure 3.18 As in figure 3.14 but for the Green’s function solutions.
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3.8 Comments on 2-D  Adjustment
Geostrophic adjustment processes may be a competitive source mechanism for 
low-frequency internal gravity waves based on their frequent association with the 
jet stream. The atmospheric jet stream is one location where large departures from 
geostrophic flow occur. Two approximations were followed in this chapter. First, 
it was assumed that all the initial ageostrophic energy would be radiated as IGWs. 
Second, the full solution was obtained including IGWs and an altered mean state 
tha t conserved potential vorticity. Consideration of an infinite jet stream reduced 
the problem to a 2-D domain. The initial disturbance was assumed to be an 
ageostrophic Gaussian jet. A ratio of horizonal-to-vertical extent of 100:1 for 
the je t forcing was chosen to represent an ageostrophic component of comparable 
geometry, but of smaller scale, than the atmospheric jet stream (Cammas and 
Raymond, 1989).
The model used here can be shown to conserve potential vorticity and energy 
for the full solutions. In both approximate and full solutions, IGWs radiated by 
the infinite jet stream adjustment in this investigation had very low frequencies 
varying from ~  /  — 4 / , with lower-frequency waves propagating more nearly 
horizontally.
The bulk of unbalanced energy was radiated along shallow propagation paths 
from the jet core because of the shallow jet stream structure assumed. The choice 
of initially unbalanced momentum scale also implied a major vertical wavelength 
of ~  6 — 8km  which must be seen easily from the time-height cross sections. The 
meridional wavelength is ~  100 times as large as the vertical and is imposed by 
the ratio of the initially jet structure. The horizonal wave fields were symmetric
61
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but the vertical motion and temperature fields were antisymmetric about the jet 
axes due to the symmetry of the jet and the influences of rotation.
All unbalanced energy is radiated as IGWs in the homogeneous problem be­
cause geostrophic adjustment is artificially suppressed. This is different from the 
barotropic geostrophic adjustment problem. The reason is not the application to 
shallow water or a deep atmosphere, but because of the different character of the 
wave modes perm itting adjustment with and without stratification. Besides the 
wave structure, a m ajor difference in the two solutions is also the adjustment time 
scale as shown in the figures.
The IGW structure induced by nonhomogeneous treatment in the full adjust­
ment problem is essentially equivalent to that in the approximate solution. How­
ever, full solution also produces a weak balanced jet as well. This phenomenon is 
similar to the results by Zhu and Holton (1987) where they examined the contri­
bution to the mean state from forcing by a gravity wave packet. Generalization of 
these results to a 3-D localized jet are presented in the following chapter.
62
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Chapter 4 
IGW  Excitation by a Localized 
Ageostrophic Gaussian Jet
The jet streams in the troposphere and lower stratosphere have been observed 
to be shallow, with a vertical scale much smaller than their horizontal extent. In 
addition, their east-west scale is finite, with departures from geostrophy having 
scales of a  few thousand kilometers or less (see Cammas and Raymond, 1989; 
for instance). Thus, to address the geostrophic adjustment of more realistic jet 
streams, a  three-dimensional (3-D) investigation is needed.
4.1 Governing Equations
A full response to  an ageostrophic 3-D Gaussian je t assuming a nonhomoge- 
neous term similar to tha t of section 3.6 is examined here. Adopting the dynamical 
approximations of the last chapter and applying the hydrostatic approximation for 
the reasons cited in section 3.5, the primitive equations for the geostrophic adjust­
ment process of a localized atmospheric jet stream are obtained from Appendix A 
by letting rj = 1 and 6h =  0 in eqs. (A .7)-(A .ll)
63
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dv 1 dp
- T - Sf  = 0’Po az 9 
du dv d w _  
dx dij dz ’
M  K t2 n — + —N w  = 0, 
at g
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
where we have assumed the same orientation of the jet stream in the Cartesian 
coordinates as before, with x along with the jet core to the east, y towards the 
north, and 2 upwards. All notation is as before. In this application, a momentum 
source is imposed by Fx8(t) in the zonal direction with Fx having the 3-D structure
y z
(4.6)
with u, v, w, 9, ut, vt , wt and 9t all zero initially. The spatial domain is unbounded 
and all perturbations are assumed to vanish at infinity.
A matrix equation which has been derived in Appendix A (eq. A.20) for all 
field variables based on eqs. (4.1)-(4.5) is
where
L\u  ' 
L \V  
L 2w  
L i 9
Part  1 Part  2
/  \  
M zz8"(t) + N 2M yyS(t)
- f M j { t ) - N 2M xy8(t)
f M yz8(t) - M xz8’(t )
(4.7)
(4.8)
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12 -  ( J j j + + n2&2' (4.9)
and notation is as in Appendix A.
4.2 Emerging Fields Induced by Geostrophic Ad­
justment of an Unbalanced Localized Gaus­
sian Jet
There are two ways in which solutions of the 3-D problem are expected to 
differ from the 2-D results. The 3-D wave field will contain components with 
some zonal propagation, and the resulting mean state in the 3-D problem must 
include a localized mean circulation. This 3-D baroclinic geostrophic adjustment 
problem will be solved using Fourier transform technique in this chapter, with the 
Green’s function solutions presented in Appendix B.
4.2.1 Fourier Integral Expressions
First we introduce the 3-D Fourier transform pairs
+oo
^  =  ( v j ^ /  /  J  ^ ^ ) e' tR'Tdxdvdz (4-10)
— CO
and
+00
 ^= J  J  J  '4>(K,t)elKrdkdldm, 
—  00
with all notation as before.
Employing eq. (4.11), eq. (4.8) becomes
(4.11)
' u ' - N 2M „  1
V _  1 m m + N 2M „
w m 2 - S M , m
. 6 . , M«• g y~ M „ « ( t ) .
(4.12)
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where
r ^  . 2
L ~ d f i +Uh’
uih denotes the hydrostatic IGWs frequency defined by eq. (3.19), and
1 M » ] m 2
Myy
M Xy
Myz
U*(Jx<7y<Jz . or* 2 (J2 a l  2
=  (27r)3/2 « p H 2* * 2 +  . p 2 +  2 )1
I2
k l
Im
. M x z . . k m .
(4.13)
(4.14)
Using eq. (4.7) and the Fourier transform, eq. (4.11), eq. (4.13) can be solved 
yielding a solution
’ u  '
V _  1
w m 2
. 6  .
- Mzzcos{uht ) - ^ M yy[ 1 -  cos(wht ) \ 'h
£ M zzsin(uht ) +£frM*„[1 -  cos(u>ht)\ ^ h
-■£-Myzsin(uiht ) +M xzcos(uht)
.fSrf
3“h ' - ® £ M gzsin{uht)
(4.15)
Note the differences of M yy , M yz and M zz from the 2-D results due to the different 
Fx between the two cases. As before, explicit expressions for all field variables can 
be obtained if eq. (4.16) is transformed back to the physical domain. Again, for the 
sake of convenience, all solutions are presented in two parts using superscripts (1) 
and (2) which correspond to the two nonhomogeneous terms given in eq. (4.8). 
The complete solutions are the combination of those two parts, with the zonal 
terms given by
1 ’ o+ -  -  -
•cos{mz)cos{\ f 2 +  ) N 2t)dkdldm (4.16)
V m l
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and
(2), „  8u«N2<jxayoz f  +/° f
« ( W , 0  =  — 2 -  J  J  J(2tt)3/ 2 J J+ J f 2m 2 + N 2(k2 +  I2)
/j2L2 (T^ TT)^
’ea’P [ - (“ i p  +  +  -*^)}cos(kx)cos(ly )cos(mz)
•[1 -  cos(\Jf2 +  {k2^ P - N 2t)]dkdldm. (4.17)
The mean obtained from u ^  has the form
, . 8uMN 2axava , f +f° r I2 N , x
* (x'v' z ) ---------- (2 J  J  p m2 + m(k2 + P )cos{kx)cos{ly)cosimz)
0+
,-2 7,2 a 212 n 2m 2
•exp[—(—=^— h —| — 1""%—)}dkdldm. (4-18)
Likewise, for v we obtain
+oo
(11/ 8fu*crxcrycrz f  f  f
=  - — 2 j i f f
m
2m 2 + N 2(k2 + I2)
21,2 a 2 l2  2 2
•e®p[—(—iv—  +  - 7— +  -Z— )\cos(kx)cos(ly)cos(mz)
and
■sin(\ f 2 +  — N 2t)dkdldm (4.19)
V ?n2
(2) 8umN 2axaycrz [ +F  [ kl
V “  (2 ^ / 2  J J+ J f 2m 2 + N 2{k2 + I2)
cr2k2 a 2\2 n2m 2
■exP [ - ( - Y ~  + - 7 - +  )]a*n(fc®)s*n(ly)aM(w»2)
•[1 -  cosh / / 2 +  +0 " - W2*)]dM dm , (4.20)
V  r r r
with a mean meridional motion from given by
-/  ^ 8 u ,N 2axcrya z [ +f° r kl ■ n  \ ■ n  \ s \
V(X' V' Z) = (2 tt)3 2^ J I  J  f 2m 2 +  N 2{k2 +
2 7,2 ,,272 n 2m 2•e.r_p[—(—^ h —|—^—)]dfcc/Zdm. (4.21)
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The corresponding vertical motion field is
+00
» « (* ,» ,* .* >  =  /  1 1— L —(27r)3/2 J J+ J ^ /N 2(k2 + 12) +  / 2m2
2 p  f f 2 l 2  2 2
■exp[-(-£- h — |— — )\cos(kx)sin(ly)sin(mz)
■sin(\Jf2 + ^   ^N 2t)dkdldm (4.22)
and
row 8 u ma x a v a z f + [ °  f  k  r , a l k 2 a l l 2 a i m 2 ,“‘ ’(“.I'.*’*) = (,;w J J / - £*p[-H5-+Hr+-V)I“>(fa)
0+
■cos(ly)sin(mz)cos(\ f 2 +  ^ - ^ — - N 2t)dkdldm.  (4.23) V
It is important to note that there exists no mean state in the vertical motion 
field because a nonzero vertical motion would lead to a vertical divergence field
and additional wave radiation. The associated 6 fields are given by
+00
Im
* W . ‘> -  / / /<7(2tt)3/ 2 J y J N 2(k2 +  I2) +  f 2m 2
n2i,2 o 2l2 n^m2 
'exP[~(~l}---1" ~7)— I— ^ — )]cos(kx)sin(ly)sin(mz)
•[1 — cos(\ f 2 +   ^ \ —- N 2t)\dkdldm (4.24)
V m.
and
+ 0 0
e®(x v z t) = f j r k’ ’ ’ f(2ir)3/ 2 J  7  J  +  P) +  / 2m2
-.21.2 a 2;2 2 2 •e.rp[—(—^—|—|—|— —)]sm(fca;)cos(/t/)sm(mz)
•sin( \ / /2 +  ~ +-  ■ N 2t)dkdldm.  (4.25)
V m 2
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4.2.2 Computational Approaches
In order to compare with the results for the infinite jet stream case developed 
in last chapter, a shallow jet has been chosen with ax =  lOOOfon (10 time larger 
than  Oy) in eq. (4.6) while keeping all other constants as before. Comparing the 
3-D solutions, eqs. (4.16)-(4.25), and the 2-D expressions, eqs. (3.27)—(3.33), for 
the full adjustment problem, we see tha t all the part 1 solutions for the localized 
and infinite jet streams are the same except tha t motions follow their own disper­
sion relationship and there is a  cosine integration factor in the 3-D case. These 
results indicate tha t the wave behaviour is similar except that waves propagate in 
the zonal direction to some extent in the 3-D case. The extra terms which are 
described in part 2 of the solutions in the 3-D case (except the zonal motion field) 
arise from the zonal gradient of the initial unbalanced momentum distribution and 
are correction terms to the 2-D simulations. The numerical method used to value 
eqs. (4.16)-(4.25) has been presented in section 3.3 in the last chapter.
To examine the 3-D solutions, let us first compute the wave behavior on the 
x = 0 plane. Fig. 4.1 shows part 2 of the solutions at (x , y , z ) =  (0 ,100,l)&m, 
where and 9 ^  are identically zero from eqs. (4.23) and (4.25). This is because 
of the symmetric initially unbalanced momentum structure assumed and the IGWs 
resulting from the initial zonal divergence cancelling each other completely on 
x = 0 plane. The 3-D correction term for the meridional motion, v^2\  is very 
small. A relatively larger correction for the zonal motion at early times (<  T)) 
does not simply modulate the major wave component represented by part 1 
see also Fig. 4.2) but also alters the phase of part 1 with its own near initial 
period T,-. This relatively large motion owes its existence to the repartitioning
69
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Figure 4.1 Part 2 of the horizontal velocity field at (x,y,z)=(0 ,100,1) km. The zonal mean (1.18m/s) is slightly smaller than the 2-D case (1.40m/s in figure 3.14).
of the energy in the initial momentum source in the 3-D problem relative to the
2-D problem (see also Fig. 3.14, 1.18m/s to 1.40m/s). Close to the jet axis 
(x =  0), the major portion of the motion field is represented by part 1 ( u ^ ) ,  the 
correction term is dominated by and the complete solution (Fig. 4.2) looks 
very similar to  the 2-D case. In the transient motion field, the fluctuations of 
w and 6 are similar to the 2-D results. Also the small deviations of horizontal 
motions emphasize the similarities of the IGW behaviour between the 2-D and
3-D adjustment processes.
Away from the x =  0 plane, Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 show part 2 of the 3-D solution 
at (x ,y , z )  =  (300,100, l ) k m  and (1000,100, l)km.  Here again the motions on 
the x =  300fcm and lOOOfcm planes are considered and one point at (y, z) =
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Figure 4.2 Complete solution (parts 1 and 2) for the horizontal velocity pertur­
bations (a), vertical velocity and thermal perturbations (b) at (x,y,z)=(0 ,100 ,1) 
km.
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Figure 4.3 Part 2 of the horizontal velocity fluctuations (a) and vertical velocity 
and temperature fluctuations (b) at (x,y,z)=(300,100,1) km.
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Figure 4.4 As in figure 4.3 but (x,y,z)=(10 0 0 ,100,1) km.
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(100, l ) k m  on each plane is chosen for comparison. The consistent phase and 
slightly decreased amplitudes of zonal motion from point (0,100,1) (see Fig. 4.1) 
to (300,100,1) to (1000,100, I) km  suggest that the meridional propagation of 
IGWs remains dominant, with zonally propagating motions playing a much smaller 
role. The part 2 solutions for w and 8 at (300,100, l ) k m  (Fig. 4.3(6)) have an 
initial period of ~  15 hours, which elongates to a  period of ~  7} after about one 
inertial period. This behavior is similar to the wave fields in part 1 and also to 
the 2-D  results. However, the amplitudes of and 9 ^  are very small. In 
addition, v^  is small at (300,100,1) and (1000,100,1)km,  suggesting tha t the 3-D 
results near the jet axis are closely approximated by the 2-D results. The wave 
behaviour in part 2 suggests that the induced waves with some propagation in the 
x direction can be considered separately without distorting the part 1 wave field 
character. This is because the model is linear so that all waves induced by different 
imposed nonhomogeneous terms will follow the same dispersion relation and yield 
independent contributions. A comparison of the full solution between (0,100,1) km  
(Fig. 4.2), (300,100,1) km  (Fig. 4.5) and (1000,100,1) km  (Fig. 4.6) also suggests 
only slight propagation in the x direction because the only clear differences in the 
wave fields among these three points are due to the Gaussian decay factor given by 
the initially unbalanced jet structure. At greater distances, the correction terms 
coming from part 2 of the solutions begin to have observed influences on the wave 
fields since the part 1 solutions are smaller at greater distances than their values 
close to the jet core. Fig. 4.7 shows part 2 solutions at (1000,1000,10)km. z>(2) 
becomes more comparable to u ^  than at the vicinities of the jet core (Figs. 4.1 and 
4.3). It is these correction terms that cause the differences in the early responses
74
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Figure 4.5 As in figure 4.2 but for (x,y,z)=(300,100,1) km.
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Figure 4.6 As in figure 4.2 but for (x,y,z)=(1000,1 00 ,1) km.
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Figure 4.7 As in figure 4.3 but (x,y,2 )=(1000,1000,10) km.
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between the 2-D and 3-D adjustments. The full solutions are presented in Figs. 
4.8 and 4.9 for (0,1000,10)km and (1000,1000,10)fcm. The large responses at 
( x .y . z )  =  (0 . 1000. 10)km occur ~20—60 hours after the excitation and implies 
a group velocities ~  5 — 15m / s  which can also be seen from the 2-D case (see 
Fig. 3.4). Comparing Fig. 4.S with Fig. 3.4, the early response in the 3-D case 
results from the zonallv inhomogeneous distribution of the initially unbalanced 
momentum structure which implies the presence of zonal divergence. The observed 
larger v than u again implies the IGW propagation with a similar wave period 
and behaviour as in the 2-D case. Note here also the larger u than v ~  40h after 
the initial disturbance at (1000,1000,10)km (Fig. 4.9(a)). This is because at 
later times, IGWs reaching that position arise from near the jet core and thus u 
and v have changed their relation and u now represents the primary propagation 
direction of those IGWs now present.
Fig. 4.10 shows the full solutions at a large zonal displacement, but closer to 
the horizontal jet axis, at ( x , y , z )  =  (1000,1000,3)km. The smaller amplitudes 
of motions at this point compared to those at ( x ,y , z )  =  (1000,1000,10)km (Fig. 
4.9) again suggests that very few IGWs propagate along more horizontal paths. 
As a result, the entire field looks very similar between the 2-D and 3-D cases, with 
the decrease in wave amplitudes with increasing x due primarily to the Gaussian 
decay of the forcing in the x direction (Figs. 4.10 and 3.6).
After the IGWs propagate away from the localized initially unbalanced jet 
stream, the induced mean state has both zonal and meridional components. Figs. 
4.11 and 4.12 exhibit the balanced zonal motions with x — y and y — z cross 
sections. A maximum u of ~  4m /s  at the jet center (Fig. 4.11(a)) reveals a
78
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Figure 4.8 As in figure 4.2 but for (x,y,z)=(0,1000,10) km.
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Figure 4.9 As in figure 4.2 but for (x,y,z)=(1000 ,1000 ,10) km.
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Figure 4.10 As in figure 4.2 but for (x,y,z)=(1000,1000,3) km.
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Figure 4.11 An x-y cross section of zonal mean velocity after the adjustment, 
(a), z=0 km, Au=0.5m/s; (b),z=1 km, A u= 0 .2m/s.
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Figure 4.12 As in figure 4.11 but for a y-z cross section at x=2000 
km. Au=0.2m/s.
similar value to the 2-D case (Fig. 3.17(6)), but the induced flow is elongated 
in the zonal direction. The shape of ii looks similar to a. Gaussian distribution. 
The slightly uneven contours are due to numerical errors in the velocity estimates 
and should be ignored. The mean state in the meridional direction (Fig. 4.13) 
results from the mean zonal convergence in ft due to the imposed localized initial 
momentum source. Here v is ~  30-40 times smaller than u because of the scales of 
the gradients in the generated mean zonal structure and of the extent of the return 
flow. This suggests tha t a mean meridional velocity comparable to the zonal value 
arising from such an adjustment would require initial scales of the unbalanced 
momentum source to be comparable. The x — r cross section (Fig. 4.14) indicates
L  i i i   I. i i .ii. i 1 i i i i
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Figure 4.13 As in figure 4.11 but for the meridional component. 
Av=2.0cm/s. Note the different units for v. (a), 2=0 km; (b), z=1 km.
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Figure 4.14 As in figure 4.13 but for the x-z cross section. y=200 
km. Av=2.0cm/s.
that the structure of the meridional mean state is also uniform in altitude. The 
zonal gradients of u are observed to be balanced by the meridional gradients of f>, 
consistent with the continuity equation.
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4.3 Comments on 3-D  Adjustment
IGWs induced by the geostrophic adjustment of the atmospheric jet stream 
have been investigated by specifying an unbalanced shallow Gaussian jet in two 
and three dimensions which represent infinite and localized jet streams respec­
tively. The radiation of IGWs with frequencies near /  and with typical ~  6 — 8 
km  vertical wavelengths resulted for jets with oz — l k m  and ay =  lOOfcm, and 
with ax =  1000km or of infinite zonal extent. The IGWs excited by the adjustment 
were found to propagate largely or entirely meridionally and to have frequencies 
and propagation characteristics consistent with the ratios of the initially unbal­
anced jet scales. The wave fields excited were also found to provide an possible 
explanation for observations of such motions in association with jet stream flows 
in the atmosphere.
The full 3-D adjustment results are distinguished from the 2-D results only 
by the differences between eqs. (3.20) and (4.7) expressing the different responses 
to infinite and localized momentum sources. Comparing the right hand sides of 
those two equations with all motions subject to the hydrostatic approximation, it 
is found that the absence of a zonal gradient in the initial momentum distribu­
tion will reduce the 3-D problem to the 2-D results. Thus, the only differences 
will be how IGWs propagate in the 2-D and 3-D cases. A much larger scale of 
ageostrophic zonal momentum relative to the meridional thus implies the validity 
of the 2-D approach and of the 2-D results in this thesis. The large scale of the 
horizontal ageostrophic component likewise implies the utility of the hydrostatic 
approximation.
The character of IGWs resulting from a localized jet stream for any particular
86
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case will depend on the jet structure and the ageostrophic component specified. 
But we expect the results obtained in this thesis to be widely applicable qualita­
tively to the interpretation of such observed motions.
87
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Discussion
Gravity waves are usually characterized as mesoscale motions even though 
their horizontal wavelengths can be as large as ~  103 kilometers at some sites in 
the atmosphere. Observational studies have shown that most gravity wave en­
ergy occurs at frequencies near /  (Balsley and Carter, 1982; Meek et al., 1985) 
and that these motions are often in association with the jet stream (Stobie et 
al., 1983; Vincent and Homan, 1983; Bosart and Sanders, 1986; Hirota and Niki, 
1986). Of particular relevance to the efforts of this thesis, by analyzing the MU 
radar data  Hirota and Niki (1986) were able to identify gravity wave energy prop­
agating upward in the stratosphere and downward in the troposphere away from 
an apparent jet stream source. These observations provided the m ajor motivations 
for this study.
This thesis assumed geostrophic adjustment to be a source mechanism of IGWs 
and used Fourier integral and Green’s function techniques to examine the wave 
fields radiated by infinite and localized ageostrophic Gaussian jets. For simplicity, 
motions were assumed to be linear, incompressible and Boussinesq and to occur in 
a mean flow initially at rest. The dimensions of ageostrophic components embed­
ded in the jets were assumed to have a ratio of 100:1 in the infinite jet case, with an
88
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axial-to-lateral extent of 10:1 in the case of a localized jet. It is necessary to point 
out tha t it is impossible to address every individual jet case through a theoretical 
study. However, it can be inferred from this particular configuration (and the 
linear nature of our solutions) that a similar ratio of ageostrophic components ini­
tially will result a  similar structure among IGWs through the dispersion relations 
(eqs. 3.13 and 3.19). Both approximate (homogeneous) and full initial-value so­
lutions were obtained for the 2-D problem using Fourier integral techniques. The 
initial-value solutions approximated well the full wave field solutions for the shal­
low momentum source in the 2-D problem. IGWs having frequencies near /  were 
found to be the primary wave components excited. Positions far from the jet axis 
exhibited meridional IGW propagation most clearly. Wave packets of moderate 
amplitude propagated upward and downward, with IGW phases moving dov/nward 
and upward above and below the jet core. Energy was seen to be transported along 
shallow paths with angles of ~  tan-1 (1/ 100) from the horizontal due to the scales 
present in the initially unbalanced momentum source. IGWs propagated outward 
from the jet source with higher frequency motions following steeper paths and 
propagating more rapidly than lower frequencies. Horizontal motions were sym­
metric and the vertical motion and temperature fields were antisymmetric about 
the jet axes in the wave fields for the 2-D case because of the symmetric structure 
of the Gaussian momentum source.
Wave field solutions of the full initial-value problem differ only slightly from the 
approximate solutions due to the evolution of a weak balanced mean jet structure. 
This surviving mean jet had an amplitude ~  40% of the initial forcing and was 
slightly elongated in the vertical relative to initially unbalanced jet structure. The
89
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adjustment time for this baroclinic geostrophic adjustment process was ~  2 — 3I i  
instead of a  few hours in a barotropic adjustment process owing to the group 
velocity differences between internal and external gravity waves. The hydrostatic 
approximation was found to yield accurate solutions because of the low-frequency 
nature of the motion field, and Fourier integral solutions were validated with those 
obtained using Green’s function techniques.
Results obtained with a localized unbalanced Gaussian jet differed from those 
obtained for an infinite jet by permitting some wave propagation in the zonal 
direction, but w ith the major wave field structure qualitatively like that of the 
2-D solution and reducing to the 2-D results as ax —» oo. For this chosen jet 
structure, the correction terms defined by the part 2 solutions in chapter 4 (except 
the zonal motion) result in amplitude and phase changes between components in a 
manner that reduces meridionally propagating motions and introduces significant 
zonal propagation at large axial displacements from the jet core. It should also 
be noted tha t the differences between the 2-D and 3-D results are likely to be 
even greater if the zonal and meridional scales of the initially unbalanced source 
structure are more nearly comparable.
The results found in this thesis represent a first attem pt to understand the 
wave fields excited by geostrophic adjustment associated with the atmospheric jet 
streams. There are many ways in which the problem could be made more realistic. 
First, temporal morphology of the source could include a more general departure 
from balanced flow conditions. A delta function in the time domain imposes the 
unbalanced momentum in an infinitely short time. On the other hand, solutions 
can be derived using Fourier transform or Green’s function techniques for /(<) any
90
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function of time. Second, these results would be more realistic if the background 
atmosphere included a mean balanced jet structure. A uniform background mo­
tion can be solved most simply by introducing Galilean transformation (eq. 2.4). 
But a more realistic background velocity field would lead to very much more com­
plexity in the mathematical expression of the solution. Third, the /? effect could 
be included. The early studies of the influence of inertial motions with /? ^  0 
were performed for the oceans (Munk and Phillips, 1968). Geisler and Dickinson 
(1972) employed a 2-D  model to examine the /? effect of IGWs during the wave 
propagation due to a geostrophic adjustment process in the ocean by expressing 
/  as a constant reference value plus a linear’ poleward gradient (a /3-plane model) 
and noted that waves travelling to the north are reflected at the latitude where 
their frequency is equal to  the Coriolis parameter. A final issue that may affect 
wave excitation by geostrophic adjustment is nonlinearity. Although many of the 
observed features of IGWs around a jet stream may be described well by linear the­
ory, nonlinearity may be im portant in strong source regions where amplitudes may 
be relatively large. Also the nonlinear investigation might help us to understand 
the excitation process of the initial unbalance in the atmospheric jet streams.
91
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Appendix A 
IGW  Generators of Geostrophic 
Adjustment
The full set of equations describing geostrophic adjustment of the atmospheric 
jet stream in an incompressible, adiabatic and inviscid fluid may be written as
du du du du I dp _  . . .  .
a + u & + " ^ + " & + ; & ~ / ” = , i y ( t ) ' ( A -1}
dv dv dv dv 1 dp
+ u—  +  v—  + iv—  +  + f u  = 0, (A.2)
dt dx dy dz p d y
,dw dui dw dw^ 1 dp n
Ch{~ d t + u t e + l %  +  u ,s 7 , +  ; & + 5 - ° ’ (A '3)
. dp dp dp dp. du d v d w
£‘ (¥  + * £  + Vi  + Wi ] + ' + Ty + &  >:= 1°- (A -4)
39 39 39 39 „  ^
T t + u Y x + v T y + w Fz = 0' (A -5)
P =  K T ’ *A'6)
where u ,v ,w ,p ,p ,  and 8 denote zonal, meridional, and vertical components of
velocity, density, pressure and potential temperature, 8 here is Dirac delta function.
R  is gas constant, and /  =  2Qsin(<f>) is the Coriolis term. Here 77, £h and sc are
switch constants representing a nonhomogeneous forcing (referred to as the full
initial-value problem in this thesis), and nonhyclrostatic and compressible effects
with values of unitv. With these quantities zero, the initial value (referred as the 
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approximate solution), hydrostatic and incompressible problem is obtained. The 
quantity Fx denotes the spatial form of the initial momentum distribution.
Employing linearized theory and the Boussinesq approximation and omitting 
the primes, eqs. (A.1)-(A.6) in a motionless background become
dw 1 dp g . n
e/i~F7  H "7—  — 0 , (A.9)dt p0 dz 8
du dv dw „ . ,  „
& + ^ + & = 0 - <A-10>
f  +  V ^ O .  (A.11)
where N 2 =  (g/9)d6/dz  is the square of the buoyancy (Brunt-Vaisala ) frequency.
An overbar denotes mean quantities and p0 is a  reference density chosen as con­
stant.
Combining eqs. (A.9) and (A.11) to eliminate 8 yields
+  =  (A.12)
d r  p0 dtdz
Taking the curl of the horizontal momentum equations, i.e. d( A .7) /dy—d(A.8)/dx,  
we obtain,
f)2 f) pp. f) f) jp
+  =  ( A ’1 3 )
Then using d(A.12)/dy  and d2(A.8)/dtdz  to eliminate p and eq. (A.10) to elimi­
nate w yield
^  d tdz2 +  dxdy"eh~dt2 +  N *^u + ^ d M h 2 +  dy*^£hFt2 +  N ^ V =  ° ‘ ^A'14^
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From eqs. (A. 13) and (A.14) one obtains
94
+  ( a ' 15>
and
l K ^  + / 2) i  + +
-  [ ( A 1 6 >
where A 2 =  d 2 /  d x2+ d 2 /  dy2 is the horizontal 2-D Laplacian operator. Now taking 
the divergence of the horizontal momentum equations, i.e., d(A.7)/ dx+d(A .8) /dy , 
and using eq. (A. 10), yields
d2w dv du 1 dFx .
dtdz ~ f ^ d x ~  dy  po ~ T> dx   ^ ^
Thus taking d(A .17)/dt, using d(A.7)/dy ,d(A .8) /dx  and eq. (A.10) to eliminate
u and v, and applying eq. (A.12) to substitute for p, one obtains
d 2 f)2. rfl f) r)2 rIF
W  +  +  (£h! w  +  iV2)A2U’ =  -  dtd^'>r}~ d 7 8^ -  (A-18)
Eq. (A.IS) together with eq. (A.11) yields
-  <“ >
Finally, combining eqs. (A.15), (A.16), (A.IS) and (A.19) gives
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where 
and 
M „  =
Mxz —
L\U '
L\v
L 2w = V
Part  1 
(£hM yy + M zz)8"(t) 
-[shMxy8 " { t ) + f M j ( t ) )
f M ym
fdN2 MyX8{t)
Part  2
+ N 2M yy8(t)
- N 2M xy8(t)
- M xz8 \ t ) 
+ ^ M xz8 \ t ) )
(A.20)
Ll ~  d t ^ d P  + +  (£hW i  +'dz< ’dt2
(A.21)
u - {h +f2)h +(£hh +Ar2)A2’ ( A -2 2 )
: d2Fx/ d z 2, M yy =  d2Fx/d y 2, Mxy = d2Fx/ d x d y , M yz = d2Fx/dydz,  and 
d 2Fx/dxdz .
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Appendix B
Green’s Function Solutions for 
3—D IGW  Generators
This derivation concerns only the hydrostatic case. First applying the Laplace 
transform defined by
/•+00
(B .l)
r oo
(5 =  ipe a' , a > 0,
Jo
in the time domain to eq. (4.7), substituting for z with
N 2 (B.2)
using the properties of the 6—function (remember our at rest initial conditions), 
the equation for the Green’s functions is obtained
(B.3)
' Gu ' ' a I I\~ ** a
Gv 6(x)6(y)6(p) - H ia
Gw +
>fe;
1l
/_ , —<7
Ge \ jfON2K nn
where
L q — A 2 +
d 2
d p 2
(B.4)
The tilde here denotes a  Laplace transform and Gu is the Green’s function for u, 
etc.
96
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Eq. (B.3) is solved in free space (Butkovskiy,1982) but is rewritten as
Cru ] ’ a -F—a1 <T
G w i n N \ / x 2 +  y2\Jo2 +  a2 t  2 —a
G e l
f6N2
 ^ nn
i BN2
' n *
(B.5)
where x = x — \ \ y  = y — £•, z = z — (; and a2 =  / 2 4- N 2z2/ ( x 2 +  y2) Therefore, 
the Green’s functions in the time domain are (Oberhettinger,1973; Spanier,1987)
Gu(x, Vi %■> A, £•> C) — G™ +  G f
aJ\{at) ^  N t  
i n N \ / x 2 +  y 2 8 y / x 2 +  y 2
•{Jo(at)[- -  Hi(at)] +  Ji(at)H0(at)}, (B.6)7T
Gv(x , y , z , P , \ , Z , C)  s  Gl1, + G?)
fJo(at) N t
i n  N y / x 2 +  y 2 8\Jx2 + y2
■{J0(at)[-  -  Hi(at)] + Ji(at)H0(at)},
a  (t , h \ f  r\ = n(v j . r : ( 2) -  M>(q*) x  aJ^at)
,y ’ ’ ’ * + * i n N \ / x 2 + y2 i n N \ J x 2 +  y2’
and
Ge{x, y, 2, t; A, f, () = G j,1* + Gg2' = 
-  o" > ^ 7  - 2U o (q*)[~ “8g\ /x2 + y 2 n ing>/x2 + xj2
where J  and H  are Bessel and Struve’s functions.
The final solutions are given by
(B.7)
(B.8)
(B.9)
u = /  /  / [G* 1'M“ [K ^ 0  + G«2’M» (A’ O V M W ,  (B.10) 
= / / + (B .ll)
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and
w
V
V
where V  is an  unbounded 3 -D  dom ain.
(B.13)
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(B.12)
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